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Swallow: Subjectivism as Poetic Method

SUB J E C T I V I S!vI A S .P 0 E TIC
METHODI

A Zan Swallow
problem of modern (1 use the term to denote the
period since the Renaissance). philosophy is the epistemological
one: what are the grounds of knowledge; how do we gain certain knowledge of universals from the perception of the data of experience? The
ancien.ts were not so concerned with this problem, .for their philosophy
of Realism gave a secure foundation for universals. The men of the
Middle Ages, disturbed only faintly by Nominalism, conceived a
forthr~ght dualism by which it was thought that the mundane world
had intimate correspondences with the world of truth and the spirit and
that perceptions of the former gave certain knowledge of the latter.
Men of the Renaissance turned inductively to the matters of experience
for inquiry. Out of that interest in experience came the dependence
of the modern man upon sensory data as the basis of knowledge.
Hobbes, certainly one of the first thinkers clearly in the modern period,
said, "Whatsoever . . . we conceive, has been perceived first by sense,
either all at once or by parts; a man can have no thought representing
anything not subject to sense."
Sensory data are not ideas, are not the universals by which we designate knowledge. The attempts of the English Empiricists to find a
sound basis for moving from the "given" sensory impressions to universals finally ended when H ume denied that there was any connection
whatsoever between the two. The dominant answer proposed during
the time of the English Empiricists and since-with the exception,
perhaps, of the last fifty years-has b~en one version or another of

T

HE CENTRAL

1 This is the last installment of a three-part historiqll study in the relations between
literary method and philosophical patterns which underlie it. The first part was "Allegory
as Literary Method," THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, X (1940), 147-57; the second was "Induction as Poetic Method," THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW, XI (1941),267-76.
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Idealism, that is, that universal ideas are subjective, reside in the mind
of the viewer and not in the object or the world ou~side the mind. '
It is one of the curiosities of philosophy that Idealism, when taken
seriously enough to, push its extremes, can logically be reduced to
materialism. Kant's categorie~, by which it is assumed that experience
is impossible 'to the mind unless the mind h;s certain ideas with which
to classify the experience (and, the argument goes, we can' verify, that we
do have experience; therefore these~ ideas are true), _are biological
matters and thus answerable to the materialistic laws' of biology. Any
philosophy wpich places ideas ~nnately in the mind-unless it '"."ishes to
make further assumptions-gives them this biological basis. Or if we
wish to take the direction of Hegel and place an idea outside the mind
-an Absolute-this idea is objective and therefore is material.
2.

For poetry the importance of this shift in philosophy was tremendous. It destroyed for the public and for the poet an agreed concep'"
tion· of the world, a conception which, by its myths and its symbols,
had provided a means of certain communication -by the poet. From
this time on-as in the case of Blake and of Yeats-myths were to seem
strange, willful things. And symbols were to appear impulsive and .
private.
'But JIlore than that, the change in philosophy meant that the poet
had only one material. for his poetry-the material of subjective feelings
and thoughts. The Romantic poets were the first to realize this, though
it is implicit in the poetry of the eighteenth century as well. William
Hazlitt in his Lectures on the English Poets said that poetry
_

I

•

_

is strictly the language of the imagination; and the imaginatiov
is that faculty which represents objects, not as they are in themselves,. out as they are moulded by other thoughts and feelings.
. . . This language is not the less true to nature, because it is false
in point of fact; but so much the m<;>re true and natural, if it
conveys the impression which the object under the influence of
passion makes on the mind.
And Wordsworth in the "Preface" said:
The appropriate business of poetry . . . , her appropriate
employment, her privilege and her dutYJ is to treat of things not
as they areJ but as they appearJ•· not as they exist in themselves,
but as they seem to exist Fo the sensesJ and to the passions.

-A

It no longer mattered what a thing wasJ but what th~ -subjective
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experience of it was. As G. M. Turnell remarks in a discussion of the
poetry of LaForgue, ". . . the artist was no longer occupied with things
but with his reactions to them.. : . instead of the mind conforming
to the real, the real is made to conform to the mind which imposes its
own pattern on everything."
~

>

.

3·
. In discussing the poetic method which grew out of this situation,
we must remember that we speak of a direction; for there have been
a number of efforts to swim against the current, with varying degrees
of insight into the problems; and now that the consequences of a
purely subjecti~e material for poetry are seen clearly, many strive away
from these practices. But it is safe to say that since the time of Dryden
there has not been an important poet who was not influenced by the
direction we are to indicate, and, further, that there has not been one
who did not in some degree work within it.
For descriptive terms we may well go to Hobbes, whose influence
upon English poetry either directly or through ideas associated with his
can hardly be overestimated. Subjective mateJ;ial-which is the material
of poetry from Hobbes' time on-Hobbes divided into two kinds, the
product of Fancy and the product of Judgment. Fancy is the ability to
see connection or similarities in things. Judgment is the ability to
see differences in things, of paring down the products of Fancy to those
wh!ch seem valid or essential. Hobbes' attitude was that Fancy· was
largely irresponsible, at least at times irrational; Judgment was the
responsible, rati0I?-al faculty of the mind. Hobbes further thought that
in poetry, as elsewhere, Fancy should be continually subjected to
the examination, if not the rule, of Judgment: for example, he opposed
metaphor and at It:ast bolp. figures of speech in poetry.
The dichotomy between Fancy and Judgment, often appearing in
other terms, such as Imagination and Reason or Art and Science, has
been with us since Hobbes used it. Recently Eliot and ·others have
called it the "dissociation of sensibility." Winters has called it "obscurantism," or "abstractions inadequate or irrelevant to experience on the
one hand, and experience on the other as far as practicable unilluminated by understanding." A recent formal statement has been that of
1. A. Richards in Science and Poetry: "A poet today, whose integrity
is equal to that of the greater poets of the past, is inevitably plagued by
the problem of thought and feeling as poets have never been plagued
before." And of two analogous terms, he comments: "Of verifiability
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and faith, I would say, if it were clear that the faith was never in anything that could possibly be verified or, conversely, that the verification
was of a kind that had no relevance to the faith:'
4.
Certainly Hobbes' attitude of djstrust toward Fancy was dominant
during the eighteenth century. Samuel Johnson, for example, understood what the Metaphysical poets were doing b~t objected to them
because he thought their Wit or Fancy too unnatural, too bold in linking together things which obviously seemed unlike. This attitude is
reflected in the texture of the poetry of the eighteenth century, for
generally the figures of speech are similes rather than metaphors, calling
attention sofely to likenesses in objects, ;1nd those usually rather obvious
likenesses, Jnwilling to hazard a bolder identification of things which
might have some difference. Also, eighteenth-century poetry generally
had comparatively few images and employed many abstract and general
words; it held as a virtue, clarity and the immediate apprehension of
meaning; it was often a poetry of thought in th~ sense that it depended
heavily upon abstract thinking, showing further predilection for'
Judgment.
Examples of this texture may be taken from the leading classicist,
Pope, and from one of the best of the early romantics. I quote entire
Pope's "Solitude":
t

Happy the man, whose wish and care
A few paternal acres bound,
Content to breathe his native air
In his own ground. '
Whose herds with milk, whose fields with bread.
Whose flocks supply him with attire; ,
Whose trees in summer yield him shade,
In winter fire.
Blest, who can unconcern'dly find
Hours, days, and years, slide soft away
In health of body, peace of mind,
Quiet by day.
Sound sleep by night; study and ease
Together mix'd, sweet recreation,
And innocence, which most does please
With meditation.
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Thus let me live, unseen, unknown;
Thus unlamented let me die;
Steal from the world, and not a stone
Tell where I lie.
.
In this poem the two boldest images are the one of trees yielding shade
and the one of stone telling. In neither case is the verb strained beyond
immediate apprehension; in each case the metaphor is surrounded
with a context which tends to limit, not to extend, the ramifications of
Fancy or imaginative perception. And it will be noticed that the third
and fourth stanzas, particularly, are given almost entirely in abstract
terms. 2
The next quotation is from stanzas 3-4 and 8-10 of Collins' "Ode to
Evening":
N ow air is hu,sh'd, save where the weak-eyed bat
With short shrill shriek flits by on leathern wing,
Or where the beetle winds
His small but sullep. horn,
As oft he rises midst the twilight path,
Against the pilgrim borne in heedless hum,
Then let me rove some wild and heathy scene;
Or find some ruin midst its dreary dells,
Whose walls more awful nod
By thy religious gleams.
Or, if chill blustering winds or driving rain
Prevent my willing feet, be mine the hut
That, from the mountain's side,
Views wilds and swelling floods,
And hamlets brown, and dim-discover'd,spires;",
And hears their simple bell; and marks o'er all
Thy dewy fingers draw
The gradual dusky veil.
Here the use of metaphor is confined almost entirely to the first stanza
quoted, the reference to a leathern wing and to the beetle winding his
horn. The latter has echoes of a classical antecedent, and the former is
mainly descriptive in character. It will be found that the other images
-and there are a good many- are not generally metaphorical, linking
2 The statement is intended in a purely descriptive, not a prejudicial. sense; the place
of abstract statement in English poetry is considerable and honorable. as reference to a
good many fine poems will demonstrate.
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somewhat unlike things together in the manner of Fancy, but are
instead descriptive. And these descriptive images are but once-removed
from the abstract ~rgument which lies im,mediately behind them.
The revolt against the eighteenth-century mode is commonly designated the struggle of art against science. The Romantics thought that
poetry ,had become too abstract, .~oo much like science.1j Blake raged
against Newton and other ,scientists; one of fhe main problems of the
Romantic critic; was that of ~the difference;' between art and science.
Consequently, though much or'the poetry of the nineteenth century
continued to be abstract, the business of poety was felt to be the.
handling of feelings and emotions as distinct from thought. Bateson's
remark about the Victorian poets can be applied to the Romantics with
the reservation only that during the Victorian period the issues of the
earlier period had become sharpened and more clearly realized_: "The
Victorians spoke two languages, reflecting the divided aims and origins
of their civilization: a language of the heart, and a language of the
head." And from the emphasis upon the emotional side of the dichotomy came the kind of criticism called "impressionistic," based on the
notion that the aesthetic experience is a purely subjective and mainly
emotional one which can be discussed by the critic only impression.
~
istically.
Within these terms, the Romantic revolt was not a radicallyrevolutionary movement. It continued the same dichotomy, but it. threw
emphasis away from Judgment to Fancy. Nor did the texture of the
poetry change radically during the Romantic period. There was more
regard fOf'imagery than during the eighteenth century, but the imagery
wa~ most often descriptive and in the form of simile rather than metaphor (for example, the first half of Shelley's "To a Skylark"). Many
poems have abstract language, a poetry of statement, throughout; and .
many others have passages essentially abstract in language (fo! example,
the last stanzas of Shelley"s "To a Skylark"). Wordsworth. is not representative of all the poets of the period, but his practice indicates the
general trend. The following is the opening of "Lines Composed a
Few Miles above Tintern Abbey":
Five years have past; five summers, with the length
Of five long winters! and again I hear
These waters, rolling from their mountain-springs
With a soft inland murmur.-Once again
Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs,
~
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That on a wild secluded scene impress
Thoughts of more deep seclusion; and connect
The landscape with the quiet of the sky.
The day is come when I again repose
Here, under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage-ground, these orchard-tufts,
Which at this season, with their unripe fruits,
Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves
'Mid groves and copses.
The concreteness here, the movement away from purely abstract
thought, is in terms of descriptive imagery, not the imaginative
metaphor.
N9w just as subjective Idealism can be reduced to materialism, so
can
the idealism of art be reduced to a mechanistic basis. The aesthetic
.
.
experience is purely personal and subjective and a matter of emotional
impressions; but, as Christopher Caudwell comments in Illusion and
Reality J "ultimately the a~sthetic emotion is reduced to coenaesthesia
and this in turn is the excitation of certain nerves." We arrive at a
purely biological basis for the aesthetic emotion.
Coleridge gives usa taste of what is to come when he divides Hobbes'
faculty of Fancy into Imagination and Fancy. Under the influerlce of
German Idealism, he holds for Imagination the ability of the Kantian
category, "the living power and prime agent of all human perception,
and as a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of creation in
the infinite.! Am." Wordsworth also describes this "innate idea" in the
eighth booK of "-The Prelude":
I had my face turned toward the truth, began,
With an advantage furnished by that kind
Of prepossession, without which the soul
Receives no knowledge that can bring forth good,
No genuine insight ever comes to her.
Coleridge says:
Fancy, on the contrary, has no other counters to play with but·
fixities and definites. The Fancy is indeed no other than a mode
of memory emancipated fro~ the order of time and space; and
blended with, and modified by, that empirical phenomenon of
the will, which we express by the word choice. But, equally
with the ordinary memory, it must receive all its materials ready
made from the law of association.
Fancy, which is the main material of poetry in the new subjectivism,
proceeds by the "law of association." And association has become
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during the last fifty years the ,dominant method of poetry. Yeats
remarks in his introduction to The Oxford Book of Modern Verse,
"Nature, steel-bound and stone-built in the nineteenth century, became
a flux where .man drowned or swam; the moment had come for some
poet to cry 'the flux IS in my own mind.'" Poe (with his associational
argum~nt for the construction of the poem; that is, if one would create
the strongest impression, he would write of the death of a beautiful
woman, and so on) , the French Symbolists, 'Eliot, Pound, and dozens of
others abandoned the logical structure for the poem. Their poems are
co~posed of a <progression of associated images.
The beginnings can be seen in Poe. Here is the first stanza of "The
Sleeper":
At midnight, in the month 'of June,
I stand beneath the mystic moon.
An opiate vapor, dewy, dim,
Exhales from out her golden rim,
And, softly dripping, drop by drop,
Upon the quiet mountain top,
Steals drowsily and musically
Into the universal vaney..
The rosemary nods upon the grave;
The lily lolls upon the wave;
Wrapping the fog about its breast,
The ruin moulders into rest;
.
Looking like Lethe, see! the lake
A conscious slumber seems to take.
And would not, for the world, awake.
All Beauty sleeps!-and lor where lies
Irene, with her. Destinies!
Here is almost a complete cat~log of items which Poe associated.with
the emotion he most delighted in, an indistinct, nearly objec;:tless grief
and sadn~ss: here are the midnight, the fog, the mountain, "universal
valley," ,the grave, the mouldering ruin, the lake" death. All these are
'linked together (but appar.ently within the framework of an objective
description of 'a natural scene) for their grief-provoking associations.
The movement from the rosemary on the grave to the lily on the wave
surely is pure association: the water has not been mentioned before;
and, naturalistically speaking, it must come in as a result of that associa·
tion, since the scene is apparently a "mountain top," hardly the
expected place for a lake.
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And here are two sections from Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock," one of Eliot's minor poems' but still showing his developed
method, modified later in "The Wasteland" and elsewhere mainly
by an increased complexity and obscurity of association:
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets,
The muttering retreats'
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question ....
Oh, do not ask, "What is it?"
Let us go to make our visit....
I grow old.... 1 grow old....
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.
Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach?
I shall wear white flannel trousers, and walk upon the beach.
I have heard th~ mermaids singing, each to each.
In the first section, given the "half-deserted streets," the association
brings up the "one-night cheap hotels," "sawdust restaurants with
oyster-shells," the "tedious argument Of insidious intent." And the
leap from the "overwhelming question" to the meager present purpose
is entirely associational. In the second passage quot~d, there are seven
association leaps made in five lines, from growing old, to "the bottoms
of my trousers rolled," to the' inane question about parting the hair
behind, to the equally inane question about eating a peach (made more
important, within the purpose of the poem, however, by the word
dare) , to the white flannel trousers, to the beach, tQ the mermaids, to
the singing of the mermaids "each to each," that is, excluding the.
speaker.
Even the Imagist poets are not far removed from this practice, for
their method depends upon an association, largely private to the
author, between some subjective feeling and some object in the external world. Free verse became much used, too, fot it did not require
the intellectual organization of the standard forms; and its metrical
perception is a vague one between cadences-rise and fall of sounds in
the line-and subjective feelings. A single, slight example of the Imagist
method is "The Skaters" by John Gould Fletcher:
it
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Black swallows swooping or gliding
In a" flurry of entangled loops and curves;
The skaters skim over the frozen river.
And the grinding click of their skates as they
impinge upon the surface,
Is like the brushing together of thin wing-tip's of silver.

I

I ,

Here, we take it, the associa~ions among PIe skaters and swallows~ click
of skates, wing-tips, and silver stand in Fletcher's emotion for a certain
feeling; only a ;very similar set of associations in the reader would guarantee a similar ·emotional response.
There is still one step more to be indicatea. Fancy, interpreted by
Coleridge and most recent poets, is non-rational. As such it is subconscious in its workings, beyond control of the mind, biological and automatic. Yet in the continued opposition to Judgment or Reason, Fancy
is the material of poetry. _Here may be applied the argument of Kenneth Burke in his essay "Four Master Tropes" in the Autumn, 1941,
issue of The Kenyon Review:: _
For'relativism sees everything in but, one set of terms-and since
there are endless other terms in which things could be seen, the
irony of the monologue that makes everything in its image
would be in this ratio: the greater the absolutism of the statements, the greater the subjectivity and relativity in the position
of the agent making the stat~ments.
So we find the last step in the method of subjectivism is surrealism, the
most absolute subjectivism because, sometimes called "automatic writ- .
ing," it is the attempt to put down into words, without regard for later
control or molding iIlJto fonn., the- subconscious workings of the mind
as- tapped through dream or revery. The Possibility of a completely
~mrrealist method seems slight, since the subconscious does not work exclusively, with words, and since translating the workings of the subcon~cious into words apparently demands at least some slight conscious
control. Thus almost any poet quoted as an example of a surrealist
writer could reply that his m~thod was not true surrealism. Charles
Henri Ford seems to be moving rather clearly in the surrealist direction, however, and I shall quot.e a short poem from his recent boo}- The
Overturned Lake:
January wraps up the wound of his arm,
January, thieving as a boy, hides the jewel,
sunset, bright bleeding, equation.
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Day has written:itself out, a giveaway, a poem
that balks like a horse betore the ditch of night.
Tomorrow, the gash will be an eye:
a drop of dew will travel up his cheek;
like a tear that has changed its mind.
I cannot pretend to an adequate, to more than. a very personal and
wavering, exegesis .of this poem. If the method is really ass<?ciational,
the poet has skipped several steps in almost every association, as between
sunset and equation. The method seems rather to be an attempt at
capturing the great leaps in subconscious association and working.
,
Thus a change in philosophy has brought many changes to poetry
and, if subjective Idealism be followed to its ultimate implications, has
left the poet the role only of recorder of the subconscious. By no means
have all poets followed the trend very thoroughly; but the conception
of the Romantics that pqetry is mainly concerned with emotion and
feeling as opposed to thought has been almost universally held for a
century, the use of the associational method is only less widespread
among recent poets, and surrealism has come to be considered seriously
by ~ large public. One may cry "Stopl" but If this discussion has truth
in it, the trend is not merely an arbitrary choice on the part of the poets.
A radical change in poetic method could only follow a radical change
in philosophy away from subjectivism. The arguments about such a
change in philosophy rest a long way outside the purposes of this essay.
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